
Roman Rule during the Christian Era

Jesus was born during the reign of the first great Roman emperor, Caesar 
Augustus (27 BCE–14 CE), and he conducted his ministry during the reign of 
the next emperor, Tiberius (14–37 CE). Rome is a long way from Jerusalem, 
but the emperor’s presence was always felt. Later, as Christianity moved out 
into the world around the Mediterranean Sea, the new faith came to the at-
tention of the emperors in ways that invited direct engagement. For example, 
the Roman historian Suetonius reports that the emperor Claudius expelled 
Jews from Rome around 49 CE due to a disturbance over someone known as 
“Chrestus” (probably a mangled reference to Christ). Claudius’s successor, 
Nero, violently persecuted Christians, murdering them in sadistic ways that 
generally repulsed the Roman public.

For Jesus and his followers in Palestine, however, the local Roman rulers 
had more immediate relevance than the emperors in faraway Rome. When the 
Romans conquered a country, they typically set up a king, governor, or some 
other ruler in the land, but they also tried to preserve some institutions of native 
rule. Thus, according to the New Testament, a council of Jewish leaders, the 
Sanhedrin, had authority in Jerusalem in some matters (Mark 14:55–64; Acts 
5:21–40), but the Roman authorities always had the final say (cf. John 18:31). 
Some knowledge of these Roman authorities is important for understanding 
the New Testament, so here we look briefly at some of these rulers.

Herod the Great

Herod the Great ruled all of Palestine from 37 to 4 BCE. He was first appointed 
king by Marc Antony but was later confirmed in that position by Antony’s arch-
rival, Caesar Augustus. The fact that he attained support from both of these rival 
leaders indicates that he was adept at political 
maneuvering (switching sides at exactly the right 
time). Herod would also become known as a 
master builder; his projects included a harbor 
at Caesarea and a number of fortresses (includ-
ing Masada, Machaerus, and the Herodium). 
He rebuilt the ancient city of Samaria into the 
Greek metropolis Sebaste and, perhaps most 
important, was responsible for expanding and 
refurbishing the Jewish temple in Jerusalem. At 
the time of Jesus, this “Herodian temple” was re-
garded as one of the seven wonders of the ancient 
world; its pinnacle was the highest architectural 
point in the world.a

BCE: an abbreviation 
meaning “before the 
common era”; in aca-
demic studies BCE 
is typically used for 
dates in place of BC 
(“before Christ”).

CE: an abbreviation 
meaning “common 
era”; in academic 
studies CE is typi-
cally used for dates 
in place of AD (anno 
Domini, “in the year 
of our Lord”).

Box 1.1

Herod and the Temple
The Jewish Roman historian Josephus 

reports, “In the fifteenth year of his 

reign, (Herod) restored the temple 

and, by erecting new foundation-

walls, enlarged the surrounding area 

to double its former extent. The ex-

penditure devoted to this work was 

incalculable, its magnificence never 

surpassed” (Jewish War 1.401).

Josephus, Jewish War: Books 1–2, trans. H. St. J. 
Thackeray, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1927), §1.401.
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